Government Notices

Planning and Environment Notices

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979

Order under clause 6 of Schedule 2 to the
Environmental Planning and Assessment (Savings, Transitional and Other Provisions) Regulation 2017

Under delegation from the Minister for Planning, I declare the development specified in column 1 of the table in Schedule 1 to this Order on the land specified in the corresponding row in column 2 of the table in Schedule 1 to this Order to be State significant development under clause 6 of Schedule 2 to the Environmental Planning and Assessment (Savings, Transitional and Other Provisions) Regulation 2017, for the purposes of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (the Act).

This Order takes effect upon publication in the New South Wales Government Gazette.

Dated: 03 December 2018
Howard Reed
Director
Resource Assessments

SCHEDULE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1 Development</th>
<th>Column 2 Land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development known as the ‘Mannering Colliery – Continuation of Mining Project’ (MP 06 _ 0311), approved by the Minister under section 75J of the Act on 12 March 2008 as subsequently modified under 75W of the Act.</td>
<td>All land identified in Appendix 1 of the approval to carry out the development known as the ‘Mannering Colliery – Continuation of Mining Project’ (MP 06 _ 0311) as in force on the date of this Order.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY (MINES AND PETROLEUM SITES) REGULATION 2014

Registration of Conveyor Belting Design Order 2018

I, Leigh Nicholls Chief Inspector, with the delegated authority of the Secretary, Department of Planning and Environment, in pursuance of clause 177(5) of the Work Health and Safety (Mines and Petroleum Sites) Regulation 2014 (“the Regulation”) make the following Order.

Dated this 4th day of December 2018.

Leigh Nicholls
Chief Inspector
Department of Planning and Environment

1 Name of Order
This Order is the Registration of Conveyor Belting Design Order 2018.

2 Commencement
This Order commences on 7 December 2018.

3 Interpretation
In this Order:

Australian Standard or AS is a reference to a standard published by or on behalf of Standards Australia.

Chief Inspector is a person appointed under the Work Health and Safety (Mines and Petroleum Sites) Act 2013.

Regulation means the Work Health and Safety (Mines and Petroleum Sites) Regulation 2014.

4 Revocation
5 Design requirements

All conveyor belting used in underground coal mines must be designed to be fire resistant and antistatic. The designer must specify the published technical standards, or the engineering principles used to identify controls, in the order of the hierarchy of risk controls in Part 3.1 of the Work Health and Safety Regulation 2017, incorporated in the design.

6 Testing requirements

6.1 General

Conveyor belts must be type tested, and retested, in accordance with the requirements of clauses 5.2 and 5.3 ‘Type testing’ and clause 6.3 ‘Retesting for type tests’ of AS 4606-2012 Grade S fire resistant and antistatic requirements for conveyor belting and conveyor accessories (as amended from time to time).

6.2 Test Facility

(1) Despite the requirements of clause 5.5 ‘Test facility’ of AS 4606-2012, that the test facility used for type testing shall be a test facility unrelated to the organisation manufacturing or supplying the conveyor belt, the test facility shall either be:

(a) An independent facility in Australia that is accredited by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) for performing the specific tests described in the standards referred to in this Order, or

(b) where a NATA-accredited laboratory is not available, a suitably qualified and experienced independent testing facility having regard to test equipment, equipment calibration, quality processes, work methods, past test experience and independent technical verification should be used.

6 Performance standards

(1) Conveyor belts must comply with the requirements of Grade S conveyor belting as set out in AS 4606-2012.

(2) Despite the performance requirements of clause 6.1.3 of AS 4606-2012, ‘Ignitability and maximum surface temperature of belting subjected to friction (Drum friction test)’, conveyor belts for use in applications where they are too inflexible to wrap around the drum, need not comply with those requirements, provided:

(a) it can be demonstrated that it is not reasonably practicable to comply, and

(b) specify the published technical standards, or the engineering principles used to identify controls, in the order of the hierarchy of risk controls in Part 3.1 of the Work Health and Safety Regulation 2017, to protect from the risk of heating of the conveyor belt due to belt slip and/or friction between the conveyor belt and a metal object.

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY (MINES AND PETROLEUM SITES) REGULATION 2014

Registration of Explosive-Powered Tools Design Order 2018

I, Leigh Nicholls, Chief Inspector, with the delegated authority of the Secretary, Department of Planning and Environment in pursuance of clause 177(5) of the Work Health and Safety (Mines and Petroleum Sites) Regulation 2014 (“the Regulation”) make the following Order.

Dated this 4th day of December 2018.

Leigh Nicholls
Chief Inspector
Department of Planning and Environment

1 Name of Order
This Order is the Registration of Explosive-powered Tools Design Order 2018.

2 Commencement
This Order commences on 7 December 2018.